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Abstract- Hyperspectral imaging provides a wealth of information for each pixel in the image that is captured in a wide range 
of electromagnetic spectrum. The analysis of hyperspectral image is complex due to its high dimensional nature. In this paper, 
a dimension reduction (DR) method is presented called Folded PCA (FPCA), which can be applied to the hyperspectral image 
dimension reduction. The main shortcoming of the common Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method is that it does not 
consider spatial relation among image points. FPCA considers the spatial relation among the neighboring image pixels and 
also takes into account both global and local structures while preserving all useful properties of PCA. The FPCA method 
outperforms PCA in terms of efficiency and memory requirement which is shown through simulation results. The FPCA 
extracted features are given as input for Support Vector Machine (SVM) Classification. The experimental results also show 
the identification of four different classes from the hyperspectral images. 
 
IndexTerms- Dimension Reduction (Dr), Hyperspectral Imaging (Hsi), Principal Component Analysis (Pca), Support Vector 
Machine (Svm). 

 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Hyperspectral images provide a dense sampling of the 
sensor’s spectral range, and is able to facilitate better 
discrimination among similar ground cover classes 
than traditional multispectral scanners which are 
having low spectral resolution [1]. These images 
provide a wide range of relevant information at 
hundreds to thousands of frequency bands (very 
narrow spectral bands). These bands are highly 
correlated with each other and also contain redundant 
information [2]. Because of this high dimensionality, 
computational complexity increases. Dimensionality 
reduction techniques [3], [4] are typically designed to 
reduce the dimensionality of the feature space while 
preserving desirable information. Dimensionality 
reduction algorithms aims to decrease computational 
complexity. 
As the dimensionality of hyperspectral images 
increases, the classification accuracy improves but as 
the number of the training samples becomes low, it 
degrades and then remains constant. This problem is 
known as Hughes phenomenon or Bellman’s curse of 
dimensionality [5]. Subsequently, in HSI, data 
reduction without losing important information about 
objects has become a topic of great interest in recent 
years [1]. 
A variety of dimension reduction techniques exist: 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [6], [7], 
Minimum Noise Fraction, Locally Linear Embedding 
[8], Independent Component Analysis [4], [9], 
Discrete Wavelet Transform [10], Orthogonal 
Subspace Projection Approach [11] etc. All these  

 
methods are classified as feature extraction methods 
[3] as these algorithms project the original data space 
into lower dimensional space without loss of 
information. 
Feature selection algorithms form another class of 
dimension reduction technique. These algorithms 
select only a few features, which contain most of the 
information, from the original set of features [12]. 
This can be done in two ways, a selection criterion and 
a search strategy. The former measures statistical 
distance among classes for assessing the 
discrimination capabilities of a given subset of 
features [13]. The latter plays a crucial role in hyper 
dimensional spaces, since it defines the optimization 
approach necessary to identify the best subset of 
features according to the used selection criterion. 
Since the identification of the optimal solution is 
computationally unfeasible, techniques that lead to 
suboptimal solutions are normally used. 
There are two main groups of dimension reduction 
techniques: linear and nonlinear [5], [14]. In linear 
method a lower dimensional data is obtained by 
applying suitable linear transformation to high 
dimensional data. PCA is an example for linear 
method while Locally Linear Embedding is a 
nonlinear method. 
In PCA, high dimensional data is converted into 
linearly uncorrelated variables, known as principal 
components, using orthogonal transformation. This 
transformation is done in such a way that the principal 
components are ordered in the order of decreasing 
variance [11]. Even though the spectral signatures of 
materials resident in the hyperspectral images are 
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correlated but the Eigen vectors used to derive the 
principal components are orthogonal to each other. 
Thus, the number of principal components is 
significantly reduced when compared to original 
feature dimension, that is, the number of bands. Even 
though PCA is widely used it has the drawback of high 
computational cost, huge memory requirement in 
dealing with high dimensional data [15]. Thus a 
variation of PCA known as Folded PCA (FPCA) has 
been presented which considers both global and local 
structures. 
 
In Folded PCA, the featured spectral bands are folded 
into a smaller matrix which helps to successfully 
extract the correlation between the bands as well as the 
band groups [15]. Using this matrix based 
representation, it is possible to extract the global and 
local structures which provides relevant information 
for data classification. 
 
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is found to provide 
better classification results than any other widely used 
pattern recognition techniques [17]. Furthermore, in 
the presence of heterogeneous classes which are 
having only few training samples, SVM is appear to be 
especially advantageous. Thus SVM is not affected by 
the Hughe's phenomenon, and it offers solutions by 
exploiting the explicit dependence on the data's most 
informative patterns. Because of these characteristics 
of SVM, they are used for hyperspectral data 
classification and knowledge discovery [18]. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
section II, PCA algorithm is described. Folded PCA 
method is discussed in section III. Section IV shows 
the Simulation results. The findings of the paper is 
concluded in Section V. 
 
II. CONVENTIONAL PCA ALGORITHM 
 
Principal component analysis [7] is the conventional 
and widely used dimensionality reduction technique. 
Band selection is important for identification of 
optimal spectral for different hyperspectral imaging 
applications. Analysis of hyperspectral image is 
difficult due its high dimensional nature. So, in 
hyperspectral image analysis, dimension reduction is 
an important pre-processing step. The general steps 
involved in PCA are [6]: 
 
1) Obtain mean vector in x-space. 
2) Obtain covariance matrix in x-space. 
3) Calculate the Eigen values and the corresponding 

Eigen vectors. 
4) Form the components in y-space. 

 
In this method, the components in the direction of 
maximum variation are considered as principal 
components. Thus only first few components contain 

the required information [16]. Fig.1 shows the PCA 
approach to dimensionality reduction. 
 

 
Fig.1 Data Matrix in Conventional PCA 

 
Conventional PCA has high computational cost, large 
memory requirement and low efficacy when dealing 
with huge dimensional data. 
 
A.  Algorithm: 
The PCA algorithm is explained in [15]. 
Let Xn = [Xn1, Xn2 … XnF]T  be the spectral vector of a 
pixel in the hypercube. The value of n ranges from 1 to 
Z, where Z is the spatial size of the image cube and N 
is the number of spectral bands. The hypercube is 
converted to an N X Z matrix in conventional PCA. 
Our next step is to determine the mean adjusted 
spectral vector which is explained as follows 
In = Xn – Ī                                                                                   (1)                    
Ī = 1/Z ∑Xn                                                                               (2) 
 
Hence In becomes the mean adjusted vector. Let I0 = 
[I1, I2,…,IN] be a matrix formed by these mean 
adjusted vectors. Then the covariance matrix CPCA is 
obtained as  
CPCA = E {(Xn-E {Xn}) (Xn-E{Xn})T} = E{ InIn

T}      (3) 
where E{.} denotes the mathematical expectation. 
The calculation of CPCA may cause the problem of 
memory overflow because the matrix I0 has large 
dimension.  
 
III. FOLDED PCA ALGORITHM  
 
In Folded PCA technique, the Spectral vector is folded 
into a matrix which helps to extract local structures in 
the spectral domain. For each matrix, partial 
covariance matrix is calculated and then accumulated 
for Eigen decomposition and data projection. Suppose 
if there N number of bands, the whole N bands can be 
folded into P groups and each row of the matrix 
contains Q bands as illustrated in Fig.2. Unlike 
conventional PCA, FPCA considers both global and 
local structures. The amount of additional information 
that can be extracted using Folded-PCA depends on 
the selection of Q. HSI contains numerous bands and 
there is redundancy between the spectral bands. Thus 
grouping has been used for band selection. FPCA 
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approach is illustrated in Fig.2. 
 

 
Fig.2 Folded-PCA technique 

 
A.  Algorithm 
FPCA algorithm is explained in [15]. Consider a 
spectral vector In = [In1, In2 …… InN]T.  Let Bn be the P 
x Q converted matrix: 
Bn = [bn1, bn2……..bnP]T                                                      (4) 
The covariance matrix of Bn is given by 
 CBn = Bn

T Bn                                                                                                                          (5) 
The covariance matrix CBn is Q X Q matrix. The 
complete covariance matrix for the hyperspectral 
image is obtained by the accumulation of the above 
partial covariance matrices. 
 CFPCA = 1/Z ∑ CBn = 1/Z ∑ Bn

TBn                                     (6)                
where Z is the spatial size of hypercube. 
The covariance matrix obtained using FPCA is having 
a size of Q X Q while CPCA is having a size of N X N. 
Thus the computational cost can be significantly 
reduced by using FPCA. 
  
IV. SIMULATION RESULT 
 
Fig.3 shows the two input images used. The 
dimensions of these images are reduced using the DR 
techniques, PCA and FPCA. 
 

 
Fig.3 Input Images (a) image I (b) image II 

 
The PCA and FPCA feature components of image I 
and image II are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5, 
respectively. 
 

 

Fig.4 Feature Components of image I extracted using PCA and 
FPCA 

 
Fig.5. Feature Components of image II extracted using PCA and 

FPCA 
 
Fig.6 and Fig.7 show the PCA and FPCA covariance 
matrices of image I and image II, respectively. 
 

 
Fig.6 Covariance Matrix of image I (a) PCA (b) FPCA 

 

 
Fig.7 Covariance Matrix of image II (a) PCA (b) FPCA 

 
The FPCA extracted features are used as input to SVM 
classifier. Fig.8 shows the classified outputs of image I 
and image II. 
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Fig.8 SVM Classified Output of (a) image I (b) image II 
Because FPCA considers both local and global 
structures, the features extracted by this technique are 
better visualized than those from PCA and also yields 
better classification output. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, two dimensionality reduction techniques 
used for hyperspectral imaging, the conventional PCA 
approach and the FPCA approach, are discussed. Both 
methods are compared in terms of efficiency, memory 
requirement and computational complexity. The 
correlation between the bands and band groups are 
successfully extracted in FPCA because the featured 
spectral bands are folded into a smaller matrix. This in 
turn makes FPCA computationally easier than PCA. 
Also, FPCA requires less memory compared to PCA. 
FPCA considers both global and local structures, 
hence it is efficient than PCA and also this makes 
FPCA to yield better classification results. As a future 
work, some mathematical modification can be applied 
to FPCA technique to improve the efficiency. Also, 
this approach can be extended to application areas 
such as detecting forest fires, mineral exploration etc. 
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